OUR HALLOWEEN PRESIDENT
Like a puppet in a Kabuki ensemble, our President appears to be changing his
mask, often trying to trick us with a smile and eloquence and not so subtle
treatment aimed at transforming America- reeking of socialism, untruths, and a
dictatorial manner, riding the backs of the young, the unwashed masses, the
intellectuals of leftist bent and those who hate the rich and successful. His record
reeks of mismanagement, leadership failings, and a supercilious arrogance
perhaps equal to his wife’s comment of ‘the first time she has been proud of
America’. This has been an unfortunate experience for all of us-one for me who
had hopes for the opposite, our first black President –whose pandering to others
seems to ignore the white composite of his make-up other than blame.
In short, the evidence reveals that he should be impeached for high crimes and
misdemeanors and I could cite three categories of neglect, lies, an almost refusal
to accept the responsibility of his actions, or by inaction, ‘it must be the blame of
others’. The three are serious and do not include the nefarious way he has treated
our Constitution: Benghazi, IRS exploitation of certain groups, and Obamacare.
Benghazi was a tragedy of rationalization and collapse of will and response. It
revealed a weakness of leadership as well as an apparent fear of improving
Romney’s chances at election time. Thus an erroneous scenario was developed
leaving the President and Secretary of State ‘out of the loop’. As a Sergeant tank
commander in WWII of a Cavalry Recon unit, I was responsible for the roles of my
crew; as a Lt in Korea I was responsible for my rifle company actions; while in
Vietnam, as Deputy Commander of a Task Force consisting of American/Vietnam
units I was responsible for my jobs effecting the command, and absence of the
Commander I accepted the overall responsibility. In each of these examples I got
the credit and the blame for the actions of the unit. President Obama was
responsible for the Benghazi embassy through his ambassador, and failure to
provide early assistance for force build-up or a reaction force to counter the
terrorist attack. He compounded the failures by not addressing the nation as to
responsibility in this action and why there was a breakdown in command response
and why a terrorist attack denial became a demonstration.
Two, he must have either inferred or actually directed the IRS check into the
actions of the Tea Party and Fox News. Even though he seemed not to know of this,
I would argue he is lying. IRS would not have undertaken this mission without the
approval of the President. He is responsible for what his administration does or
does not do, gets the credit and blame.

Obamacare deserves to have his name attached to it. It is a debacle and should fall
by its own weight and defects. The program’s essence relies on raising money to
pay for all the uninsured, over 40 million or so. As we know it will take large sums
of money from Medicare, thereby reducing its proper function and add to Medicaid
in the states. Insurance companies knew they would have to raise premiums but
would cash-in on the new insurers. As a former insurance General Agent for a
Couple of large companies I personally sold Life and Medical insurance to
individuals and businesses. I suggested high deductibles and lower premiums
protecting against the catastrophe of a major illness/accident et. al. Pre-existing
condition disclosures necessary to prevent fraud, lying et.al., and a waiting period
required were part of the exercise for life and health insurance, after which a
reasonable premium was established. Insurance companies did not drop people
because they got sick, but because they may have lied on the application. Without
this condition insurance companies would go broke providing insurance to anyone
only when they get sick or injured.
Now we see the opening results of Obamacare: 1 October will live in infamy as
people tried to enroll, and were overwhelmed by a website beginning to crumble;
many will lose their coverage forced to take another plan with higher costs; the
reminder that Obama said, “if you like your plan you can keep it and keep your
doctor” which is patently false; and the grinning Halloween mask (an Obama
look-alike) speaking to the choir, ‘the new insurance plan will replace a substandard plan you now have, a rip-off by insurance companies, a rationale or
tricky reference why one cannot keep their present plan. And don’t forget the
young and healthy may forego the program and pay a fine, or a tax as result. Why
enroll if one can get insurance regardless of physical condition. Smoke and
mirrors, puppets gone astray and the rising costs, the insurmountable national
debt will create the tsunami of Obamacare fate. Again the irony of a Obama policy
for which he is responsible and evidence for impeachment.
Benghazi, IRS scandal, and the crash of Obamacare collectively cry out for justice
and reconciliation along with impeachment and conviction of Barack Hussein
Obama.

